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Mitigating Variability Effects

Detect Errors in Hardware

- Ignore
- Fix
Today,

- Today, we detect and fix in hardware.
- Using hardware error recovery.
• In this work, we champion software recovery [1].

Ignore (Discard) vs. Fix (Rerun)

Detect Errors in Hardware

Ignore (Discard)

Fix (Rerun)

Software

Discard may lead to unacceptable output quality.

Rerun suffers from high recovery overhead.
• Variability Problem
• Hardware/Software Recovery
• Software Recovery (Rerun or Discard) [Relax ISCA 10]
• Emerging Approximate Applications
• ASAR: Application Specific Approximate Recovery
• Hybrid Recovery (ASAR + Rerun)
• Summary
Emerging Approximate Applications
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Approximate Recovery

Detect Errors in Hardware

- Ignore (Discard)
- Approximate Recovery
- Fix (Rerun)
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ASAR: Application-Specific Approximate Recovery
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HW/SW Organization

Main contributions of this work is SW-based recovery using:
1) Rerun
2) Discard
3) ASAR (Approx. recovery)
4) Hybrid (Rerun + ASAR)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HW error detection [2, 3]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Safe mode</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Try-Catch Refactoring: ASAR Reuse

K-means for N points \([P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_N]\).

Assign the closest of M center \([C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_M]\).

Next, two questions we explore for all application are:


2) Absolute performance gain of using approximate recovery over rerun.

In each iteration

For \(P_i\) in \([P_1, \ldots, P_N]\) {

Try {
    \(d_{\text{min}} = \text{INT\_MAX};\)
    \text{for} \ c \ \text{in} \ [C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_M]:\)
    \(d = \text{distance}(P_i, c);\)
    \text{if} (d < d_{\text{min}}) \{
        \text{Cen}[P_i] = c;
        \text{ReuseBuf}[P_i] = c;
    \}
}

Catch {
    \text{Cen}[P_i] = \text{ReuseBuf}[P_i]
}

} //for \(P_i\) in \([P_1, \ldots, P_N]\)
Answering 1) and 2)

1) Critical vs. Non-critical

2) Catch { ASAR }

Catch { Rerun }
Evaluation

• Six application from various domains.

• SW-based using 1) rerun, 2) discard, 3) ASAR, and 4) hybrid (ASAR + Rerun) recovery.

• Random fault-injection simulated.

• Finally, we measure cpu cycles spent in critical, non-critical, and recovery code regions.
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Hybrid (ASAR + Rerun) Recovery

- ASAR only provides one additional operating point.
- Only approximate recovery could degrade below user acceptable level.
- Hybrid recovery to explore performance-quality at a finer-granularity and allow user to specify desired output quality.
Hybrid (ASAR + Rerun) Recovery
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Hybrid (ASAR + Rerun) Recovery
Summary

• We propose **ASAR**, application-specific approximate recovery.

• To guarantee the output acceptability and explore performance-quality curve at a finer-granularity we also propose a **hybrid recovery** mechanism.

• We show that, depending on the application characteristics, approximate recovery can reduce recovery overhead and improve output quality relative to rerun and discard, respectively.
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